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We propose a new surface plasmon polariton concept for the nanoconcentration and long-range
propagation of optical energy. The propagation loss from the mode can be greatly decreased, and the mode
nanoconfinement can be simultaneously maintained, by appropriately modifying the field distribution of
the surface plasmon polaritons. Furthermore, we present a metal nanowire placed in a dielectric hole to
guide the mode and achieve both a 26 nm beam radius and a 24 mm propagation distance. We expect the
modified surface plasmon polaritons to motivate many important applications in nanophotonics,
biophotonics, and highly integrated photonic circuits.

S
urface plasmon polaritons1,2 have great prospects in the field of nanophotonics3 for mode nanoconfine-
ment, but their propagation losses are very high4–10. For typical SPP waveguides, the propagation losses
mainly result from the electromagnetic fields inside the metal. Long-range (LR) SPPs can significantly

reduce propagation losses, but their mode confinement is only comparable to that of conventional dielectric
waveguides11–15. The hybrid modes propagating on a metal surface separated from a dielectric nanowire can guide
light far beyond the diffraction limit; however, the propagation distances are typically shorter than those of SPPs
propagating along an equivalent air-metal interface16–19.

In this paper, we propose a new concept of modified surface plasmon polaritons (MSPPs) for the deep sub-
wavelength and low-loss propagation of optical energy. For the MSPPs, the optical power inside the metal can be
significantly reduced by modifying a part of the mode fields of the SPPs, dramatically decreasing propagation
losses. At the same time, the mode nanoconfinement can be maintained by keeping the other part of the mode
fields nearly unchanged. For example, the light can travel over 24 mm with a 26 nm beam radius using MSPPs on
a silver nanowire placed in a silicon hole. The combination of nanoconcentration and long-range propagation
makes the MSPPs particularly useful for the future design and development of sub-wavelength devices, such as
nanolasers20–22, optical nano-tweezers23,24, and nano-imaging systems25–27.

MSPPs are transverse magnetic (TM) polarised waves and can be supported by various types of waveguide
structures, such as metal nanowires in dielectric holes, planar metals near dielectrics, double-coated metal
nanofilms, etc. Here, we take a silver nanowire in a dielectric hole as an example to guide the MSPPs. When
MSPPs travel on the waveguide shown in Fig. 1, the transverse magnetic field components can be written as29
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where b is the complex propagation constant, A is a coefficient related to the mode power, and
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field components at the interface r 5 a. Jm(x), Nm(x) and H(1)
m (x) are

the Bessel function, the Neumann function and the Hankel function
of order m.

Using the continuity of the transverse magnetic field components
at the interface r 5 b, we obtain the following dispersion equation
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Eq. (2) is an implicit equation in the complex variable b 5 b1 2 ib2.

a 5 b2 and neff ~
b1l

2p
are the amplitude loss coefficient and effective

refractive index of the MSPPs, respectively. When a silver nanowire
with a radius of 10 nm is placed in a silicon hole, the dependence of a
and neff on the hole radius b is obtained by numerical calculation, as
shown in Fig. 2. It is particularly noted that there are two zero loss
points for the MSPPs, and the loss coefficient goes to zero as the hole
radius tends to the two points. Therefore, one can obtain a much
longer propagation distance with MSPPs than with conventional
SPPs30 because the loss coefficient of the SPPs on a single silver
nanowire with a radius of 10 nm is 102430 m21. When the hole
radius is between the two zero loss points, the MSPPs disappear
because the loss coefficient is negative. When the hole radius is not
between the two points, the calculation results ensure the proper
decrease of the fields at infinity, so the physical validity of the
MSPPs is verified.

When MSPPs propagate on a silver nanowire (wire radius a 5

10 nm) placed in a silicon hole (hole radius b 5 121.6 nm), the
propagation constant is b 5 9.28 3 106 2 i41.0, and the
effective refractive index is neff 5 2.29. Then, we obtain h3 5 1.06
3 107 1 i35.8, and the field components are zero at infinity, so the
MSPPs are still guided modes. In particular, according to Eq. (1)
and the asymptotic representation of the Hankel function, the
transverse magnetic field of the MSPPs can be written as
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so the necessary condition ensuring that the MSPPs are guided
modes is Im(h3) . 0 but not neff w
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Based on the propagation constant above and Eq. (1), we further

calculated the transverse magnetic field distribution of the MSPPs
shown in Fig. 3. The field distribution of the SPPs propagating on a
single silver nanowire with a radius of 10 nm is also shown for
comparison. Here, we define the beam radius of the MSPPs, rH, by

the equation HQ(rH)
�� ��~ 1

e
HQ(a)
�� ��, which is used to define the beam

radius of SPPs on a metal wire30. Using this equation, the beam radii
for both the MSPPs and the SPPs are 26 nm (0.017l). However, the
MSPPs’ propagation distance (intensity decay by a factor of 1/e2) is
24 mm, which is 2500 times longer than that of the SPPs. The main
reason for this difference in propagation distance is their distinctive
mode field distributions. When r , 50 nm, the mode fields of the
MSPPs and SPPs are approximately the same, so their beam radiuses
are equal. When r . 50 nm, the mode field of the MSPPs decays
much more slowly than that of the SPPs, so the power proportion
inside the metal for the MSPPs is much lower; accordingly, their
propagation distance is much longer.

As shown in Fig. 2, when the hole radius b changes from the right
zero loss point to 200 nm or from the left zero loss point to 25 nm,
the loss coefficient increases considerably. However, the beam radius
is almost unchanged (less than 0.5 nm). To better understand this
behaviour, the transverse magnetic field distributions of the MSPPs
for hole radius dimensions of b 5 121.565 nm (very close to the zero
loss point, the black line), b 5 160 nm (the red line), and b 5 200 nm
(the blue line) are shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4(a), one can observe
that the field distributions near the nanowire are almost the same, so
the beam radius is approximately constant. However, as shown in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), when the hole radius goes to the zero loss point, the
field distributions inside the nanowire are approximately the same,
but the extension of the fields distant from the silver wire becomes
larger, so the power proportion inside the silver nanowire decreases.

Figure 1 | MSPP waveguide. A silver nanowire of relative permittivity e1

and radius a is placed in the centre of a dielectric hole of relative

permittivity e3 and radius b. The permittivity of silver is e1 5 2129 2 3.3i

at the wavelength l 5 1550 nm (ref. 28). The intermediate region is air,

with a relative permittivity of e2 5 1.

Figure 2 | The loss coefficient (solid line) and effective refractive index
(dashed line) of MSPPs guided by a silver nanowire placed in a silicon
hole. The permittivity of silicon is e3 5 12.1 at the wavelength l 5 1550 nm

(ref. 31).

Figure 3 | The normalised amplitude distributions of the transverse
magnetic fields of the MSPPs (solid line) and SPPs (dashed line). The

MSPPs are guided by a silver nanowire placed in a silicon hole, and the

SPPs are guided by a single silver nanowire. The inset (upper right) shows

the transverse magnetic field in the cross-section of the waveguide for

guiding the MSPPs.
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As a result, the propagation loss decreases. When the hole radius goes
to infinite, the MSPPs’ field distributions tend to those of SPPs on a
single silver nanowire.

When the silicon hole (with a silver wire of 20 nm radius in the
centre) is filled with a dielectric with a permittivity of e2 5 2 (the
black line), e2 5 4 (the red line), or e2 5 6 (the blue line), both the loss
curve and the refractive index curve of the MSPPs shift up as the
permittivity of the dielectric increases, as shown in Fig. 5. For e2 5 2
and e2 5 4, parts of the curves are under the zero loss beeline, creating
two zero loss hole radii. Therefore, one can obtain a long propagation
distance with the MSPPs. However, the entire curve is above the zero
loss beeline for the permittivity of the dielectric e2 5 6, so there are no
zero loss radii. The requirement for the existence of zero loss radii is
e2 , 4.05. When the loss coefficient a . 0, we obtain that the field
components are zero at infinity for all three modes, indicating they
are guided modes. When the permittivity of the dielectric goes to that
of silicon, the MSPPs’ mode characteristics tend to those of SPPs on a
silver nanowire embedded in an infinite silicon dielectric.

When a silver nanowire with a radius of a 5 15 nm (the black
line), a 5 20 nm (the red line), or a 5 25 nm (the blue line) is placed
in the centre of a glass (e3 5 2.35) hole, both the loss curve and the

refractive index curve of the MSPPs move up as the radius of the
silver wire decreases, as shown in Fig. 6. There are also two zero loss
hole radii for a 5 20 nm and a 5 25 nm, but there are no zero loss
hole radii for a 5 15 nm. The requirement for the existence of zero
loss hole radii is a . 19.8 nm. When the loss coefficient a . 0, the
three MSPPs are also guided modes because their field components
are zero at infinity. Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 2, one can further infer
that a dielectric hole with a higher permittivity is more beneficial for
maintaining low-loss MSPPs. Therefore, to attain a thinner optical
beam with an equivalent propagation distance, one can simulta-
neously adopt a thinner metal nanowire and a higher-permittivity
dielectric hole for guiding the MSPPs.

The results obtained differ from the characteristics of typical SPPs,
where a trade-off is necessary between the beam width and the pro-
pagation distance. Here, this contradiction is overcome by modifying
the mode fields of the SPPs. It is known that, for SPPs that propagate
on a metal wire in a dielectric with a refractive index n2, the field
distribution can be modified by changing the refractive index distri-
bution of the dielectric. For example, when a dielectric with a refract-
ive index n3 larger than n2 is added between the metal wire and the
dielectric, the field extension of the SPPs can decrease, but their

Figure 4 | The normalised amplitude distributions of the transverse magnetic fields near (a) and distant from (b) the silver nanowire for different hole
radii.

Figure 5 | The loss coefficients (a) and effective refractive indices (b) of the MSPPs for a dielectric in the intermediate region with different
permittivities.

Figure 6 | The loss coefficients (a) and effective refractive indices (b) of the MSPPs for a silver wire with different radii.
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propagation loss increases32. On the contrary, by adding a dielectric
with a larger refractive index outside, we significantly reduced the
propagation loss largely. Under this condition, the extension of the
field accordingly increases. However, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
under an appropriate refractive index distribution, the field distri-
bution near the metal wire changes very little, and simultaneously the
extension of the field distant from the metal wire increases consid-
erably. As a result, one can achieve both a long propagation distance
and a small beam radius using MSPPs. Notably, because the field
components are zero at infinity, the MSPPs are still confined modes.
In fact, the nearly zero loss of the MSPPs is very similar to that of the
LRSPPs. The major powers of the two modes are outside the metal,
allowing them to propagate over long distances. However, the beam
width of the MSPPs is much smaller than that of LRSPPs because the
MSPPs have distinctive mode field distributions. Although only a
small proportion of the mode’s power is near the metal nanowires,
the sharp mode distribution together with the long propagation dis-
tance makes the MSPPs very useful in nanophotonics, biophotonics,
and integrated photonic circuits.

In conclusion, we proposed the concept of MSPPs for the nano-
manipulation of optical energy. For the MSPPs, the loss coefficient
goes to zero as the hole radius tends to the zero loss points. At the
same time, the mode nanoconcentration can be maintained. We
further presented a silver nanowire placed in a silicon hole to guide
the MSPPs, and simultaneously achieved a deep sub-wavelength
mode size (0.017l) and a long propagation distance (24 mm). The
MSPPs may lead to new optical nano-manipulation methods in
nanophotonics, biophotonics, and photonic circuits, which will
enable a new class of optical study and applications at the nanoscale.
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